**Creative Achievement Academy**  
**Elementary Mathematics Curriculum Matrix**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Marking Period</th>
<th>School Year 2014-2015</th>
<th>School Year 2015-2016</th>
<th>School Year 2016-2017</th>
<th>School Year 2017-2018</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 1              | **Numerical Operations**  
Text: Everyday Math  
Supplemental: Math in a Nutshell Kits, Math Intervention Kit and SRA Spectrum | **Numerical Operations**  
Text: Everyday Math  
Supplemental: Math in a Nutshell Kits, Math Intervention Kit and SRA Spectrum | **Numerical Operations**  
Text: Everyday Math  
Supplemental: Math in a Nutshell Kits, Math Intervention Kit and SRA Spectrum | **Numerical Operations**  
Text: Everyday Math  
Supplemental: Math in a Nutshell Kits, Math Intervention Kit and SRA Spectrum |
| 2              | **Pre-Algebra**  
Text: Everyday Math  
Supplemental: Math in a Nutshell Kits, Math Intervention Kit and SRA Spectrum | **Pre-Algebra**  
Text: Everyday Math  
Supplemental: Math in a Nutshell Kits, Math Intervention Kit and SRA Spectrum | **Pre-Algebra**  
Text: Everyday Math  
Supplemental: Math in a Nutshell Kits, Math Intervention Kit and SRA Spectrum | **Pre-Algebra**  
Text: Everyday Math  
Supplemental: Math in a Nutshell Kits, Math Intervention Kit and SRA Spectrum |
| 3              | **Geometry**  
Text: Everyday Math  
Supplemental: Math in a Nutshell Kits, Math Intervention Kit and SRA Spectrum | **Geometry**  
Text: Everyday Math  
Supplemental: Math in a Nutshell Kits, Math Intervention Kit and SRA Spectrum | **Geometry**  
Text: Everyday Math  
Supplemental: Math in a Nutshell Kits, Math Intervention Kit and SRA Spectrum | **Measurement and Data**  
Text: Everyday Math  
Supplemental: Math in a Nutshell Kits, Math Intervention Kit and SRA Spectrum |
| 4              | **Measurement and Data**  
Text: Everyday Math  
Supplemental: Math in a Nutshell Kits, Math Intervention Kit and SRA Spectrum | **Measurement and Data**  
Text: Everyday Math  
Supplemental: Math in a Nutshell Kits, Math Intervention Kit and SRA Spectrum | **Measurement and Data**  
Text: Everyday Math  
Supplemental: Math in a Nutshell Kits, Math Intervention Kit and SRA Spectrum | **Geometry**  
Text: Everyday Math  
Supplemental: Math in a Nutshell Kits, Math Intervention Kit and SRA Spectrum |

* Students will be instructed according to functional math levels. The Everyday Math Series topics may vary per MP to allow for skills to be sequential.
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